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Hello April….  It’s a jam-packed month…..  including Easter  
 

President’s Report 

How exciting is this, to have a Newsletter up and running again. Not just running, but sprinting! But 
let us not forget the great job that Jeannette Wyman did for many years, a hard act to follow. This is a 
great initiative from Jacqui to present all the monthly updates in such a way. Excellent. 
The only trouble is, this will be my one and only President contribution :(  
 
I'll soon be gallivanting around Europe - mostly Italy and finishing in Scotland - with two other 

couples. Fortunately, G and L do play bridge, so either they come back as better players, or I come 

back as a worse one. Or perhaps we'll find some common level somewhere in between? That's a 

scary thought. I will miss you all and our club for nearly ten weeks, during which time a new President 

and a new Committee will have made their mark, and a good mark it will be. I have every confidence 

our new President will do a great job, and I know our lovely members will give them and the 

Committee all the support in the world.  

 My time as President has been immensely rewarding, and I thank everyone for your support and 

friendship along the way. We have a great membership here. Problems are really very few, and we 

have good programs in place, new players are always coming through the door, (with great 

trepidation), and we are always trying to be a better club, the best club. 

The goals and aspirations will continue, and when I come home towards the end of June, I will be a 

committee member doing my bit for the club, as so many others do.  

Take care, and good bridging!  

Andy Slater 
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April Calendar     April Competitions 

 
 

 

 

 

Leta Leiper Award 2022 

The winner is Kerry Barridge. 

 

For the 

member 

who earns 

the most 

GREEN 

master 

points in a 

year. 
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   Results in March
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

   

Walk-In Sessions 
Don’t forget our Walk-In Tuesdays (AM) and Wednesdays (AM). 
NO partner is required.  Just turn up and a partner will be there for you. 
 

Walk-In volunteers from the Club who are on a monthly roster turn up to the session 
and make up the pair if required.  In appreciation, a free game is given whether they 
play or not.  The walk-in volunteer may not be needed every week. 
Any member who would like to volunteer a session a month please contact   
Kate O’Donnell at partnership@nsbc4011.com.au  

 

New Members since  
the last Newsletter 

 

 

 Many thanks to Kate 

O’Donnell who tirelessly 

answers the very many 

partnership requests and 

makes every endeavour 

to fill each request. 

mailto:partnership@nsbc4011.com.au
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McCutcheon Results for the year to 31st December 2022 
NSBC members that scored in the top ten of their ranking. 

National Master – Vesna & Voyko Markovic (9th & 10th) 

State Master – Rosemary Porter (7th) 

Bronze Regional Master – Sandi Pirozzo (1st) & Ann Sauer (3rd) 

Silver Local Master – Robyn Wells (8th) 

Local Master – Jacqui Dudurovic (4th) 
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The NSBC AGM is in less than two weeks.  All members are welcome.  It will be the 

last AGM for Andy who will be stepping down as President. It is a great opportunity to 

acknowledge the great service by Andy over the past five years.
 

 
 

 
What is happening in the kitchen…. 
Over the past year there have been many changes to kitchen management.  With the 
departure of the wonderful Helen Bryant, the past year has been spent overviewing 
the management of the kitchen and procedures.  The culmination of this has seen the 
consolidation of many “small” roles under the Umbrella of Kitchen Convenor.  
Congratulations and thank you to our new Kitchen Convenor, Sheena De Jager Miles. 
With the departure of many longstanding staff, we now have three lovely ladies 
looking after us. They are Kim Reinke, Solange Graham and Ayla Padilla. 

 

Lost Property 

A number of water bottles, glasses 

and umbrellas have been left at the 

club.  When you are next at the club, 

please check the lost property table. 
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Thank you, Lesley! 
March 2023 saw our lovely Lesley retire from her many years serving us all from the 
kitchen with her lovely smile and contagious humour.  We thank Lesley for her tireless 
service and are grateful that we will still see her at the bridge table.   

 
 
 

 
 

 
There are still many members emailing the club using the old email address.   
Please update your contact email addresses for the club as follows:  
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The MyABF Payment for Sessions (P4S) pilot has been a huge success.  NSBC has over 
88% of members registered with 99% of players paying by bridge credits.  More and 
more members are enjoying the convenience and switching to automatic top-up.  Even 
our guests are all ready to go with their bridge credit accounts!!! 
 
The big heroes of the pilot are our wonderful directors.  Yes, there was trepidation and 
challenges, but our directors are the true trailblazers in Australian Bridge history.  Their 
tenacity to learn and expand their knowledge is a huge credit to them and as a club we 
should be very proud of their significant contribution.  Thank you, Director’s! 
 
As members you have your place in bridge history as well.  Also, your management of 
your bridge credit accounts, ensuring you have adequate bridge credits to pay for your 
session is of great assistance to our director’s and you have all mastered it so well.  
Thank you! 
MyABF is here to stay!  I am sure most of us now wonder why we didn’t do this earlier! 
 

 
Above: NSBC leads the way.  Presentation on MyABF at the Gold Coast Congress. 

 

  
 

MyABF 
UPDATE 
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Partnerships: 
There are some words of wisdom in this article by Kim Fraser in the latest Australian 
Bridge Magazine.  The theme is; partners are trying their best – be kind! 
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Final Word – Thank you Andy Slater 

The time is rapidly drawing near to when we bid farewell to Andy as NSBC’s 

19th President.  Andy has navigated the Club through unprecedented times 

with aplomb.  Some of the significant events were; 

 - The management of COVID which saw initiatives quickly implemented 

such as The Daily Cheer, so members did not feel isolated, online bridge, 

online scheduling and strict health and hygiene protocols to ensure 

members felt safe. 

 - NSBC becoming a cashless cub which saved much time in cash counting 

and reconciliation, improved hygiene as “dirty” cash was no longer handled 

and meant volunteers no longer had to carry substantial sums of money to 

the bank. 

 - The partnership and walk-in initiatives. 

 - Participation of NSBC in the testing and pilots of MyABF and the 

successful implementation of the Payment for Sessions roll out which sees 

NSBC at the frontier of bridge technology in Australia. 

Andy has also undertaken all the teaching including each year the 2 x 8-

week Beginner courses, 2 x 6 week Help with Play, mentoring and 
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Intermediate lessons.  Andy has nurtured a whole new generation of bridge 

players that are actively playing in the club’s two novice sessions on 

Tuesday and Friday pm.  These sessions are amongst the biggest sessions 

played each week at the club.  Andy has also been the club’s convenor for 

congresses overseeing the club’s largest open competitions.  All this 

alongside the general Presidential duties.  He has been a busy man, made a 

significant contribution to the club and now it is time to pass on the baton. 
 

To be successful in such a position not only requires certain skill sets but 

also a unique persona.  Andy has unrivalled diplomacy skills that have 

ensured the stability of the club and committee during his tenure.  

Members are comfortable approaching Andy with the most sensitive of 

issues knowing they are in good hands.  Never has a cross word been 

exchanged, always a smile and good humour!!! 

For all the above, on behalf of NSBC members, the committee says thank 

you to Andy.  We will miss you but wish you a safe and wonderful trip and 

look forward to seeing you at the bridge table on your return. 
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Can you bid like a Champion? 
The following hand was played at the 2023 Summer Festival Open Teams semifinals. 
Four tables bid four different auctions with 3 different auction outcomes. 
There were two auctions that arrived at the same contract that achieved the best 
outcome.  A Free Game will be given to the first person to email how one of the 
auctions was bid achieving the best score and two free games if you can show how 
both auctions were bid!!! 
 
The dealer is West. 
 

 
 

 

Wishing all our members and their families and 

friends a safe and happy Easter holiday. 

 


